Multiracial congregations in U.S. have nearly tripled, study finds
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“More Americans are attending religious services with others who do not look like them,” said Kevin D. Dougherty, Ph.D., associate professor of sociology at Baylor University. “The increase is slow but steady, and there is no sign that we've reached a plateau.”

Researchers cautioned that the study does not conclude that diverse congregations necessarily promote racial justice. Whites continue to be overrepresented in the pulpits, with 76% of multiracial congregations led by white ministers. And the authors questioned whether conversations about racial inequality are occurring in these settings.

The study noted researchers and practitioners have examined and debated religion's potential—or lack of it—to counter racial divisions. In the past 20 years, numerous studies have focused specifically on racially diverse congregations.

For the study, which included a sample of more than 5,000 congregations, sociologists from Baylor, Duke University and the University of Illinois at Chicago analyzed data from the National Congregations Study, collected in 1998, 2006-2007, 2012 and 2018-2019.

“The National Congregations Study is a major resource for tracking change in American religion. This analysis of trends in ethnic diversity is a great example of the productive use of these data,” said co-author Mark Chaves, Ph.D., professor of sociology, religious studies and divinity at Duke University and director of the National Congregations Study.

The study examined trends in five Christian groups: mainline, evangelical, Pentecostal and Black Protestant congregations, as well as Catholics.

The biggest relative change was for mainline Protestants. One in 10 mainline Protestant
churches were multiracial in 2018-2019, up from 1 in 100 in 1998.

Results showed these increases from 1998 to 2018-2019:

- 10% of mainline Protestant churches were multiracial, up from 1%.
- 22% percent of evangelical congregations were multiracial, up from 7%.
- 16% of Pentecostals are multiracial, up from 3%.
- Catholic churches on average continue to be more diverse than Protestant churches with 23% multiracial, up from 17%.
- Less than 1% of Black Protestant churches were multiracial in 1998 or 2019.

Despite these changes, difficulties face racial desegregation in American religion, said study co-author Michael O. Emerson, Ph.D., professor of sociology at the University of Illinois at Chicago. "The path to diversity seems to be a one-way street, with people of color joining white congregations but very few whites joining Black churches," Emerson said. "Until congregations confront the historic structures that keep racial groups divided, diversity inside congregations may function mainly as a superficial performance."
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